
Settrington School’s Evacuees 

Mention has already been made in these notes of the way the German bombing became more 

destructive as the 1914-18 war progressed. The number of those killed and wounded also 

increased. The Italian Campaign in Abyssinia (now Ethiopia) and the Spanish Civil War, also 

in the thirties, provided further evidence of the destructiveness of the bomber. Politicians 

noticed this and possibly slightly exaggerated the potential dangers of attacks from the air. 

Hence Baldwin’s remark (already noted) that the bomber will always get through and his 

claim that after a bombing raid on a city there would be 150,000 casualties. Certainly from 

the late nineteen thirties there was steady progress in the task of promoting civil defence. A 

leaflet was made available explaining the various tasks interested people could become 

involved in on a voluntary basis. \up to two million people made a positive response.  

When Parliament met on 5
th

 April 1939 the Minister of Health informed the House that in the 

event of war, plans were being prepared for the evacuation of two and a half million children 

from the major cities and towns into the countryside or smaller market towns. He described it 

as a “colossal task” and went on to explain that the administration of the plan would be 

centred on the schools. 

The first and immediate task was to ask the parents if they wished their children to be part of 

the plan, and about fifty per cent said they did wish to participate. By 24th August 1939 it 

was beginning to become clear to many that war was inevitable and so the decision was made 

to begin implementing the evacuation. A radio broadcast on this date required that teachers 

should return to their schools immediately, so that a start could be made on making the 

necessary arrangements. 

Settrington School re-opened after the summer holiday on 1
st
 September but Mr. Winstanley 

received a message from County Hall telling him to close the school immediately for ten 

days, so that preparations could be made for the arrival of about forty evacuees from Hull. In 

addition there was a child from Sunderland and one from Middlesbrough. The Hull children 

attended Osborne Street School. The Hull O.S. map shows the school half a mile south of 

Hull’s Paragon Street Station. If one continued in a southerly direction for another half mile 

one would be alongside the Albert Dock. The school therefore was in a somewhat vulnerable 

situation and one which would have an attraction for an attacking bomber force. Teachers 

from the school came with the pupils and three stayed to work alongside Settrington’s staff. 

(One was soon transferred to Langton). 

The number on roll was now back to the level it was at the beginning of the century, namely 

about 120. Many evacuees nationwide still claim that the evacuation damaged their 

educational opportunities and this may well be as some (perhaps many) children, because of 

local circumstances, could only be offered half time schooling. This was not the case at 

Settrington and it is pleasing to note that all four classes were a mixture of Settrington 

children and Osborne Street children. 

The infants and Standard 1 (it is unusual to see the term Standard used) occupied the infant 

classroom with Miss L. M. Hugil. The other three classes were all in the main classroom. 



There was still no moveable partition and so screens were introduced to separate the three 

groups. The teachers were:  

Mr. Winstanley, Class 1 (age 12+), 

 Mr. Trevor Jones (Hull) class 11 (age 10 & 11),  

Miss Horsfield (Settrington) Class 111 (age 8&9) 

 

The threat and expectation of severe and widespread air attacks from the German 

Luftwaffe did not materialise and this period has since been known as the “phoney 

war”. It prompted the return home of thousands of evacuees. Settrington was no 

exception. On 3
rd

 October, twenty-two days into the term, one girl returned to Hull and 

was taken off the roll. Before the end of November eight more children had been 

collected by their parents. Two more left in December and so the total number of 

evacuees was now well below thirty. Transport between Hull and Settrington was not 

too difficult: one imagines a train would take people to Driffield where they would 

board the Malton Dodger to Malton. 

Readers will not need reminding that the situation changed rapidly and dramatically 

when the Panzer Divisions started to move into Belgium and then France leading to the 

Dunkirk evacuation. Britain was now alone and the Luftwaffe’s main target by both 

day and night. The first bomber raid on Hull occurred on Wednesday 17
th

 June 1940 

and this was followed by 81 others before the war ended. In the city 1,200 people were 

killed with 3,000 injured. After London, Hull was the most bombed city in Britain. 

Many parents now realised that bringing their children back to the city had been a 

mistake and gradually they returned. The number of evacuees on roll in early July 1940 

was just over 40. 

Another indication that Hull children were being offered an education closely 

resembling that on offer in Osborne Street is the arrangements which were made for 

them to sit the examinations which would qualify them for selected schools in their 

own city. These tests usually took place in the school house: the crowded school would 

certainly not be suitable. It is pleasing to note that there was a very satisfactory success 

rate. 

There must be a range of stories about the way these city children settled in the three 

villages. One well known one concerned a particular apple tree in Scagglethorpe. The 

owner was quite happy for children and others to pick apples if they wished. The 

Scagglethorpe lads encouraged the evacuees to indulge themselves knowing full well 

that the fruit had a really strong laxative quality! 

One Osborne Street girl was billeted in North Grimston and when she reached school 

leaving age she stayed to work for her hostess. She never returned to Hull and 

subsequently married a local farmer. They lived happily together for many years in 

Wharram. There must be more stories out there. Could interested people tell us and 

they can then be recorded before they are lost for ever. 


